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ABSTRACT: The deposition of coassemblies made of the small
presynaptic protein, α-synuclein, and lipids in the brains of patients is
the hallmark of Parkinson’s disease. In this study, we used natural
abundance 13C and 31P magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy together with cryo-electron microscopy and diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry to characterize the ﬁbrils formed by α-synuclein in
the presence of vesicles made of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-Lserine or 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine. Our results show
that these lipids coassemble with α-synuclein molecules to give thin and
curly amyloid ﬁbrils. The coassembly leads to slower and more isotropic
reorientation of lipid molecular segments and a decrease in both the temperature and enthalpy of the lipid chain-melting
compared with those in the protein-free lipid lamellar phase. These ﬁndings provide new insights into the properties of lipids
within protein−lipid assemblies that can be associated with Parkinson’s disease.

P

synuclein proto-ﬁbrils.11,12 The term proto-ﬁbrils has been
used to describe these structures as they are observed to be
thinner (∼5 nm in thickness11) and curlier than the mature
ﬁbrils formed by α-synuclein in the absence of lipids.13,14
Moreover, these proto-ﬁbrils were found to be able to convert
into mature ﬁbrils through an increase in temperature.15
Finally, the concentration of α-synuclein lipid-induced protoﬁbrils formed in these experiments was found to be
proportional to the concentration of the lipids (DMPS and
DLPS) ([ﬁbrils] ∼ 0.1[lipids]),12 suggesting that lipids may
not only be involved in the initial steps of the reaction resulting
in amyloid formation11 but also act as reactants in this process.
In this study, we used 13C and 31P MAS NMR, diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), and cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) to characterize the proto-ﬁbrils formed by αsynuclein in the presence of DMPS and DLPS vesicles under
quiescent conditions at 30 °C for 4 d (see Methods in the
Supporting Information and refs 11 and 12 for more details).
Cryo-EM images show that α-synuclein forms thin and curly

arkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by the presence
in the brains of patients of protein deposits known as
Lewy bodies (LBs).1 LBs are mainly composed of the small
presynaptic protein, α-synuclein,1 but they can also contain
other molecules, including ubiquitin and lipids.2,3 The process
by which diﬀerent molecules coassemble with α-synuclein to
form LBs is not yet understood. Protein−lipid coassemblies, in
the form of lipoprotein particles or ﬁbrils, have been reported
for systems including α-synuclein,4−6 apolipoprotein A1,7 and
islet amyloid polypeptide.8,9 In particular, lipid molecules (i.e.,
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-choline (DOPC) and 1,2dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DOPS)) have been
found to coassemble with α-synuclein to form protein−lipid
amyloid ﬁbril.6 Moreover, the characterization of the ﬁbrils
formed in the presence of DOPS/DOPC-containing bilayers
using natural abundance 13C magic-angle spinning nuclear
magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy10 showed that
the lipid molecules within these ﬁbrils are more rigid than
those in the protein-free lipid lamellar phase.6
The presence of small unilamellar vesicles composed of 1,2dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DMPS) or 1,2dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DLPS) has been
found to induce the formation of kinetically trapped α© 2019 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Cryo-EM images of proto-ﬁbrils formed by α-synuclein in the presence of DMPS and DLPS vesicles. The proto-ﬁbrils were formed after
mixing 50 μM monomeric α-synuclein with 100 μM DMPS (A) or DLPS (B) dispersed as small unilamellar vesicles in phosphate buﬀer at pH 6.5
and 30 °C and incubating this mixture for 4 d under quiescent conditions (see Methods in the Supporting Information for more details).

Figure 2. 13C MAS NMR spectra and dynamics of DMPS and DLPS in the pure lipid systems and within α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils. (A and B) 13C
CP-DP-INEPT MAS NMR spectra of the pure lipid systems (top) and of lipid-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils (bottom) (A, DMPS; B, DLPS)
measured at 60 (A) or 30◦C (B), respectively. The molecular structure of DMPS (A) and DLPS (B) molecules and the assignment of the
resonances of their carbon atoms are shown above the corresponding set of spectra. 13C INEPT, CP, and DP MAS NMR spectra are shown in red,
blue, and gray, respectively. The proto-ﬁbrils were formed after mixing 100 μM monomeric α-synuclein with 2 mM DMPS (A) or DLPS (B)
dispersed as small unilamellar vesicles in phosphate buﬀer at pH 6.5 and 30 °C and incubating this mixture for 4 d under quiescent conditions. (C
and D) Relative intensities from the INEPT and CP experiments for the pure lipid systems (top) or for the lipids incorporated within α-synuclein
proto-ﬁbrils (bottom) at 60 °C for DMPS or 30 °C for DLPS. The ratio IINEPT depends on both the correlation time, τC, and the order parameter, |
ICP

SCH|, for the C−H bond vector in the molecular segment; the relative value for each carbon atom is displayed using the color scheme shown at the
bottom of the ﬁgure.

ﬁbrils in bulk solution under these conditions (Figures 1A,B
and S1), an observation in agreement with images of these

ﬁbrils acquired using atomic force microscopy and electron
microscopy on dried samples.11,12,16
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Figure 3. 31P MAS NMR spectra, chemical shift anisotropy, and DSC thermograms of DMPS in the pure lipid system and within α-synuclein
proto-ﬁbrils. (A) 31P MAS NMR spectra at spinning rate = 1250 Hz of pure DMPS (top) and DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils (bottom)
measured at 60 °C. The experimental data are shown as continuous lines; the ﬁts are shown as dotted black lines, and the residuals of the ﬁts are
shown underneath each spectrum. (B) Combined results from 31P MAS NMR and DSC measurements for DMPS in the pure lipid system and
within α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils at varying temperatures. Left y-axis: Change in the 31P Δσ of the pure DMPS (blue circles) and DMPS-induced αsynuclein proto-ﬁbrils (purple squares) with increasing temperatures. Right y-axis: Change in the molar heat capacity (Cp) of DMPS solubilized as
vesicles (blue dashed line) or of DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils untreated (purple dashed line) or treated with proteinase-K (black dashed
line) with increasing temperatures. The chain melting enthalpies were found to be ca. 25 (pure lipid system, blue dashed line), ca. 6 kJ mol−1
(DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils, purple dashed line) and ca. 17 kJ mol−1 (proteinase-K treated DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils,
black dashed line).

in the molecular segment.10 In the CP experiment, polarization
is transferred from 1H to 13C via through-space dipolar
couplings, which are averaged to zero by fast isotropic
reorientation. Therefore, CP spectra are expected to yield
maximal signals for rigid segments, with τC > 10 μs and/or |
SCH| > 0.5.10 In an INEPT experiment, polarization is
transferred from 1H to 13C through covalent bonds and will
show a signal as long as the 1H and 13C transverse relaxation
times are longer than the time required for 1H−13C
polarization transfer.10 INEPT spectra will yield intense signals
for mobile segments with τC < 0.01 μs and |SCH| < 0.05.10 We
acquired sets of 13C CP-DP-INEPT MAS spectra of the
DMPS- and DLPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils that we
compared to those of the pure lipid system samples (Figure
2A,B) at 60 and 30 °C, respectively. At these temperatures, the
DMPS and DLPS bilayers in the pure lipid system are in the
ﬂuid phase, as illustrated by the presence of all the resonances
of the diﬀerent 13C on their respective INEPT spectra (red
spectra Figure 2A (DMPS) and B (DLPS)). In the case of
DMPS- and DLPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils, we
observed only the resonances corresponding to the carbons
Cα, Cβ of the polar head, CG1 of the glycerol group, and the
carbons of the end methyl (C14 for DMPS (Figure 2A) and C12
of DLPS (Figure 2B)) of the lipids on their respective INEPT
spectrum. We compared the relative intensities (IDP, IINEPT,
and ICP) for the diﬀerent carbons of DMPS and DLPS in the
proto-ﬁbrils to those in the pure lipid system, and we found
that all carbons, except the end methyls, have a lower
reorientation rate (increase of τC) and/or a more anisotropic
reorientation (increase of |SCH|) after coassembly with αsynuclein into amyloid proto-ﬁbrils (Figure 2C,D). Interestingly, the relative intensities (IDP, IINEPT, and ICP) of the end
methyl C12 DLPS or C14 DMPS suggested that τC < 0.01 μs
and |SCH| < 0.05 and that these carbon atoms have a high
reorientation rate and a highly isotropic reorientation in both
the pure lipid system and in the proto-ﬁbrils (Figure 2C,D).
We then used 31P MAS NMR in order to determine the
inﬂuence of protein−lipid coassembly into amyloid ﬁbrils on
the rate or the anisotropy of the reorientation of the lipid
phosphate groups. In particular, we determined the value of the
31
P chemical shift anisotropy (Δσ) of lipid molecules in the

These thin and curly assemblies may therefore be called
proto-ﬁbrils, consistently with the nomenclature used for these
assemblies described in our previous studies.11,12,15,16 The
cryo-EM images of the DMPS-induced α-synuclein protoﬁbrils are characterized by the presence of spherical structures
that appear to either be opened or closed (indicated with star
symbols on Figure 1A). We attributed these structures to
either loops in the proto-ﬁbrils or remaining vesicles. Finally,
the morphology of these proto-ﬁbrils is very diﬀerent from that
of mature ﬁbrils formed by α-synuclein alone; the latter were
found to be thicker and straighter than the proto-ﬁbrils and to
be organized as parallel bundles using cryo-EM.6 We then used
natural abundance 13C MAS NMR to investigate whether lipid
molecules are incorporated within the proto-ﬁbrils. We ﬁrst
acquired 13C MAS NMR spectra of the protein-free lipid
lamellar phase, where lipid molecules, DMPS or DLPS, are
organized as multilayer stacks of bilayers (Figure 2A (DMPS)
and B (DLPS), gray spectra). These reference samples will be
referred to as “pure lipid system” throughout the rest of the
Letter. The 13C MAS NMR spectra of the pure lipid systems
were measured at temperatures above the melting temperature
(Tm) of the lipids, at 60 °C for DMPS (Tm ≈ 39 °C) and 30
°C for DLPS (Tm ≈ 20 °C), and were used as references for
the DMPS or DLPS bilayers in the ﬂuid phase. We then
acquired 13C MAS NMR spectra of DMPS- and DLPS-induced
α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils at these temperatures, and we
observed the presence of 13C resonances from the diﬀerent
lipid carbons (Figure 2A (DMPS) and B (DLPS), gray
spectra), implying that DMPS and DLPS coassemble with αsynuclein into proto-ﬁbrils.
To get insight into the molecular dynamics of DMPS and
DLPS within α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils, we then used polarization transfer 13C MAS NMR.10 Indeed, it is possible to
obtain qualitative site-speciﬁc information about the molecular
mobility of each lipid carbon from the experimental data by
comparing the intensities of each of the cross-polarization
(CP), direct polarization (DP), and insensitive nuclei
enhanced by polarization transfer (INEPT) signals. The signal
intensity of a given carbon in an INEPT and a CP spectrum,
IINEPT and ICP, respectively, depends on the correlation time
(τC) and the order parameter (|SCH|) for the C−H bond vector
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pure lipid system or in the α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils (Figures 3
and S2) by spectral deconvolution and by ﬁtting the spinning
sideband amplitudes of the 31P MAS NMR spectra using the
Herzfeld−Berger method of sideband analysis17 (Figure 3A).
In the case of DMPS, we observed that the 31P MAS NMR line
widths of the lipids were larger in the proto-ﬁbrils than in the
pure lipid system (Figure 3A) at 60 °C, suggesting that the
lipid−protein coassembly leads to a decrease in the rate of
reorientation of the DMPS phosphate group. Moreover, the
values of 31P Δσ were found to be ca. 8 ppm lower for DMPS
in the proto-ﬁbrils (40 ppm) compared to those in the pure
lipid system (48 ppm). This observation implies that the
coassembly of DMPS molecules with α-synuclein into amyloid
ﬁbrils induces a more isotropic reorientation of the phosphate
group. In the case of DLPS and DLPS-induced α-synuclein
proto-ﬁbrils, we observed very broad sidebands that could not
be ﬁtted accurately (Figure S2). The broadening of these lines
is likely due to the fact that the reorientation of the DLPS
phosphate group is on the same time scale as the magic-angle
spinning (τC ≈ 1 ms).18,19 Altogether, the 13C and 31P MAS
NMR measurements show that the coassembly of DMPS and
DLPS molecules with α-synuclein into amyloid proto-ﬁbrils
decreases the rate and the anisotropy of their reorientation
(see illustration in Figure 4).
Finally, we investigated the dynamics of DMPS molecules in
the pure lipid system and in the DMPS-induced α-synuclein
proto-ﬁbrils at temperatures ranging from 25 to 60 °C (Figures
3 and 5). This temperature range spans values below and
above the melting temperature of pure DMPS, i.e., ca. 39 °C.12
We used the spectra of pure DMPS measured at 25 and 60 °C
as references for the bilayer in the gel (solid) and ﬂuid phases,
respectively. At 25 °C, the broad peak corresponding to the
unresolved resonances of the acyl C4−C11 carbons (C4−C11
peak) was found to be centered at 33 ppm for both the pure
lipid system and the protein−lipid proto-ﬁbrils. This chemical
shift value is characteristic of hydrocarbon chains in an all-trans
conformation.23−26 Moreover, we observed that the line width
of this peak for DMPS was larger in the proto-ﬁbrils than in the
pure lipid system. This observation suggests that the C4−C11
carbon chains of DMPS sample a wider range of conformations
in the proto-ﬁbrils than in the pure lipid system. When the
temperature was gradually increased to 60 °C, we observed a
decrease in the intensity of the C4−C11 peak and an increase in
the intensity of a new peak at 30 ppm for both the pure lipid
system and the protein−lipid proto-ﬁbrils. The chemical shift
value of this new peak is characteristic of rapid trans−gauche
isomerization of the acyl chains (Figure 5). This result shows
that the DMPS acyl chains undergo a conformational change
from all-trans (C4−C11 resonances centered at 33 ppm) to
trans−gauche (C4−C11 resonances centered at 30 ppm) as a
result of the chain-melting in both the pure lipid system and
the DMPS-α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils.27 We further investigated
the chain-melting behavior of DMPS in the pure lipid system
or in α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils using diﬀerential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and 31P Δσ measurements (Figure 3).
When the temperature increased from 30 to 60 °C, we
observed a sharp decrease in the value of the 31P Δσ for DMPS
in the pure lipid sample, from ca. 68 to ca. 48 ppm. This
decrease in 31P Δσ suggests that the phosphate group samples
a wider range of orientations with respect to the bilayer normal
in the ﬂuid phase. A similar decrease in 31P Δσ with
temperature was observed for DMPS molecules within the
α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils, although this transition is less sharp

Figure 4. Illustration of the inﬂuence of the coassembly of DMPS and
α-synuclein within proto-ﬁbrils on the lipid dynamics measured at 60
°C. Theoretical 1H−13C polarization transfer eﬃciency as a function
of τC and |SCH| for a CH2 segment at the magnetic ﬁeld 11.7 T and the
magic-angle spinning frequency 5 kHz (adapted from ref 20 with
permission; copyright 2013 Elsevier). The map is color-coded
according to the calculated CP (blue) and INEPT (red) intensities.
White indicates the absence of signal for both CP and INEPT. Each
circle corresponds to a carbon of the acyl chain (C2−C14) of DMPS in
the pure lipid system (white open circles) or in the protein−lipid
proto-ﬁbrils (black open circles). The position of the carbons results
from the estimations of τC and |SCH| that are based on previous
quantitative measurements of those parameters21,22 (Pure DMPS: |
SCH| (C2−C6) ≈ 0.2, |SCH| (C6−C13): 0.2 to 0.05, |SCH| (C14) ≈ 0.01,
τC (C2−C13): 1−0.1 ns, τC (C14) ≈ 0.01 ns; DMPS in α-synuclein
proto-ﬁbrils: τC increased for all carbons by approximately a factor of
100,21,22 and |SCH| decreased for all carbons by a factor of ∼1.3 (see
Figure 3B)).

and occurs at a lower temperature (ca. 29 °C) (Figure 3B).
The DSC thermograms of DMPS dispersed as vesicles and of
DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils were characterized by
the presence of one transition centered at 39 and 29 °C
(Figure 3B), respectively. This observation suggests that the
changes in DMPS 31P Δσ occur at the same temperature as
that of the chain-melting transition (ca. 39 °C for the pure
DMPS and ca. 29 °C for DMPS in the α-synuclein protoﬁbrils) (Figure 3B). Moreover, the enthalpy of DMPS chainmelting was found to be ca. four times smaller in the protoﬁbrils than in the pure lipid system. The decrease in the chainmelting enthalpy of DMPS associated with protein−lipid
coassembly is likely due to the fact that lipid molecules are less
ordered in the proto-ﬁbrils than in the pure lipid system at low
temperatures and more rigid in the proto-ﬁbrils than in the
pure lipid system at high temperatures (Figure 5). We then
investigated whether the observed change in the chain-melting
transition of DMPS associated with the protein−lipid
coassembly could be reversed by measuring the DSC
thermograms of the DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils
after incubation with proteinase-K. The thermogram of the
digested proto-ﬁbrils is characterized by the presence of a
broader transition centered at ca. 39 °C and with a transition
7875
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Figure 5. 13C MAS NMR spectra of DMPS in pure lipid systems and within α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils at diﬀerent temperatures. (A and B) 13C CPDP-INEPT MAS NMR spectra of the pure DMPS (A) or DMPS-induced α-synuclein proto-ﬁbrils (B) measured at increasing temperatures
encompassing the melting temperature of DMPS bilayer (Tm ≈ 39 °C12). The molecular structure of DMPS molecules as well as the assignment of
the resonances of their carbon atoms are shown above the corresponding set of spectra. 13C INEPT, CP, and DP MAS NMR spectra are shown in
red, blue, and gray, respectively. The dotted lines labeled G (gel) and F (ﬂuid) indicate the chemical shift of the unresolved resonances of the acyl
C4−C11 carbons when the lipid chains adopt all-trans or trans−gauche conformation, respectively.

enthalpy equal to ca. 70% of that of DMPS in the pure lipid
system. These results suggest that most of the DMPS
molecules are released from the proto-ﬁbrils after proteinaseK treatment and conﬁrm that lipid molecules are present
within these structures. Taken together, these results show that
the reduced melting temperature and melting enthalpy of
DMPS is related to the lipid−protein interaction in the
amyloid proto-ﬁbrils and not to a potential loss of lipids and
that this process is partly reversible.
In conclusion, the results described in this study show that
DMPS and DLPS lipid molecules can coassemble with αsynuclein molecules in the formation of proto-ﬁbrils. From the
present data we cannot distinguish the location and
organization of lipids in the proto-ﬁlaments, i.e. whether lipids
are incorporated within the ﬁbril structure as individual
molecules or as distorted vesicles/membranes. However, our
data clearly imply strong lipid−protein interactions in the
coassemblies. In particular, our combined 13C, 31P MAS NMR,
and DSC data indicates that this protein−lipid coassembly was
found not only to inﬂuence the lipid dynamics by decreasing
the rate and the anisotropy of the orientation of their
hydrocarbon chains and phosphate groups but also to aﬀect
the lipid chain-melting by decreasing both its temperature and
enthalpy. These results contribute to a better understanding of
the properties of lipid molecules within protein−lipid
assemblies such as those found in the brain of patients with
Parkinson’s disease.

■

■

Materials and Methods, cryo-EM images of proto-ﬁbrils
formed by α-synuclein in the presence of DLPS and
DMPS vesicles (Figure S1), and 31P MAS NMR spectra
of pure DLPS/DMPS and DLPS/DMPS-induced αsynuclein proto-ﬁbrils measured at diﬀerent temperatures (Figure S2) (PDF)
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